
SLIDE back sliding doorcloser

28” (70cm) 50” (125cm)

NSDC-280
SLIDE-back   sliding doorcloser
The doorcloser in box uses the pneumatic technology, keep your  door closed automatically. Giving you the clean 
indoors, away from bug&mosquito, and saving your air-condition consumption.

The standard length of retracted closer body is 28”/70cm, with maximum traveling of  50”/125cm, suitable for most 
width doors.

IMPORTANT IMFORMATION BEFORE YOUR INSTALLING

SLIDE-back Closer 1

1. The closing performance of SLIDE-back closer is affected mainly by your door’s rolling quality. 
2. If the rollers’ rolling quality is not smooth enough, then the SDC-back closer might not show its best closing quality.
3. The rolling system of hanged doors is average better, smoother than floor track doors. So the closing performance 

on hanged doors is better.

PREPARATION: Check the content in the box. 

T-SCREW (fixing Bracket on BasePlate) 1

INSTALLATION PROCEDUREs:
STEP 1
Move the door to the closed position.
Installing the SLIDE-back Closer on the top jamb of door. 
(Note the horizontal leveling)

STEP 2

SLIDE back Closer 1
FLEX-Bracket 1
BASEPlate 1

T SCREW (fixing Bracket on BasePlate) 1
long Screws (mounting SDC closer)      2
short Screws (mounting BasePlate)     3

Find the proper position for BASEplate
Mounting the BASEplate on the door’s top corner. 
(Note the location, make sure the Bracket have enough space could 
attach/detach from the Closer)

STEP 3
Attaching the FLEX-Bracket, lift it till connected with the closer pin, 
tight the T-SCREW and lock the connection. 
※ Some of the situation, if you don’t need the auto closing function, …..  

Simply loose the T-SCREW, detach the Closer away from Bracket. 

STEP 4
Turn the SAS(Speed Adjusting Screw) to regulate the closing speed.
(Counter-clockwise for faster, or clockwise for slower) slow              fast 

STEP 5
Check the operation of the closer’s extending and retracing, make sure without any  interruption on its operation way.

The CASING is an optional decoration part by request.
Attaching it is just easy by Hanging and Pushing down!
2 Step Only!2-Step Only!

Made in Taiwan
Art. version: DD-2010-4

SLIDE-back  Sliding Door closer models:
NSDC series SLIDE-back sliding door closers  might be available in different power force, different length, and 
different finishes. Please check with your local distributor.


